Premium Fishing Auctions
Premium Fishing Auctions is the Australian Fisherman's Premier Tackle Source. We not
only sell it, We Live it. With more than 15 years combined fishing experience, the team at
Premium Fishing Auctions has a wealth of knowledge about fishing products. We are
passionate about all forms of fishing, our fortes being LBG - Land Based Game & Offshore
for Marlin, Cobia, Bluefin Tuna, Dolphin Fish and many other species.
Trademarks & Policies
Keyword Spamming
Keyword spamming occurs when eBay members place brand names or other inappropriate
keywords in a title or description for the purpose of gaining attention or diverting members
to a listing. Keyword spamming in listings is not permitted on eBay.
Trademark Infringement
Monster Fish PTY LTD trademarks are protected under the Australian and international
trademark laws. Monster Fish PTY LTD is the exclusive owner of trademarks used in
association with Premium Fishing Auctions’ fishing products and all other product listed in
class 28 of IP Australia.gov.au. Anyone who uses Monster Fish’ trademarks in a manner
that may cause confusion among consumers as to the source of the products is liable for
trademark infringement.
Copyright Infringement
The textual, photographic, video and other multimedia products published and produced by
Premium Fishing are protected under the Australian and international copyright laws.
Anyone who produces, copies, distributes, or displays Monster Fish' copyrighted materials
are liable for copyright infringement. Furthermore, eBay prohibits its members from using
copyrighted pictures or descriptions in their listings. eBay members must use their own
images and descriptions when selling items on eBay.
Australian Trademarks
 PELAGIC EXTREME
 HYPAFIN
 GOLD STICK
 VENUS
 THUNDER
 STUMPER
 PRO TEAM
 XPRO
 CHARTER PRO
 PLD
 MUSCLE BRAID
 BEST BALANCE
 MAGURO
 VIBE(PENDING)
New Zealand Trademarks




PELAGIC EXTREME
RELIX

Class: 28 Apparatus for use in fishing; artificial fishing bait; audible indicating apparatus for
use in fishing; bags adapted for fishing; bags adapted to hold fishing tackle; bite indicators
(fishing tackle); bite sensors (fishing tackle); cases for fishing rods; creels (fishing
equipment); decoys for hunting or fishing; fishing apparatus; fishing articles; fishing bags;
fishing bait (synthetic); fishing floats; fishing gaffs; fishing ground baits; fishing holdalls;
fishing line casts; fishing lines; fishing plumbs; fishing reel cases; fishing reels; fishing rod
blanks; fishing rod cases; fishing rod rests; fishing rod supports; fishing rods; fishing stools;
fishing tackle; fishing tackle boxes; fishing tackle float swivels; fishing tackle floats; fishing
tackle holdalls; fishing tackle terminal tackle; fishing tackle wallets; fishing weights; fittings
for fishing rod handles; flies for fishing; floats for fishing; fly-tying materials for making flies
for fishing; gut for fishing; handles for fishing rods; hooks for fishing; landing nets for fishing;
line casts for fly-fishing; lines for fishing; linings for fishing rods; lures (artificial) for fishing;
lures for hunting or fishing; natural gut for fishing; paternosters (fishing tackle); poles for
fishing; reels for fishing; rods for fishing; scent lures for hunting or fishing; sporting articles
for use in fishing; swivels (fishing tackle); warning devices (bite indicators) for use with
fishing tackle
We Fish
Yes that's right, we do fish and are totally obsessed about it.
Each season down here in cold Melbourne we try and test all of our equipment on species
such as Snapper, Mulloway, Gummy Sharks, Mako's and the humble old Salmon.
We also make a trip each year up to New South Wales for the Tuna and Marlin seasons
and without fail the areas always turn on the fish. Our accomplishments include Marlin,
Cobia (LBG), Dolphin Fish, Northern Bluefin Tuna (LBG) and plenty of Snapper.
Contact Information
For any enquiries please email us at store@premiumfishing.com.au.
or
For more information please visit us at our website: www.premiumfishing.com.au

